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Contrarily to the general believe, many biologically active proteins lack stable tertiary and/or secondary structure under
physiological conditions in vitro. These intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are highly abundant in nature and many of
them are associated with various human diseases. The functional repertoire of IDPs complements the functions of ordered
proteins. Since IDPs constitute a signiﬁcant portion of any given proteome, they can be combined in an unfoldome; which is
a portion of the proteome including all IDPs (also known as natively unfolded proteins, therefore, unfoldome), and describing
their functions, structures, interactions, evolution, and so forth. Amino acid sequence and compositions of IDPs are very diﬀerent
from those of ordered proteins, making possible reliable identiﬁcation of IDPs at the proteome level by various computational
means. Furthermore, IDPs possess a number of unique structural properties and are characterized by a peculiar conformational
behavior, includingtheir highstabilityagainst low pHandhightemperatureand theirstructuralindiﬀerence toward the unfolding
by strong denaturants. These peculiarities were shown to be useful for elaboration of the experimental techniques for the large-
scale identiﬁcation of IDPs in various organisms. Some of the computational and experimental tools for the unfoldome discovery
are discussed in this review.
1. IntroducingUnfoldomes andUnfoldomics
Proteins are the major components of the living cell. They
play crucial roles in the maintenance of life and protein
dysfunctions may cause development of various pathological
conditions. Although for a very long time it has been
believed that the speciﬁc functionality of a given protein
is predetermined by its unique 3D structure [1, 2], it is
recognized now that the fate of any given polypeptide chain
is determined by the peculiarities of its amino acid sequence.
In fact, Figure 1 shows that although many proteins are
indeed predisposed to fold into unique structures which
evolvedtopossessuniquebiologicalfunctions,someproteins
can misfold either spontaneously or due to the mutations
and other genetic alterations, problematic processing or
posttranslational modiﬁcations, or due to the exposure
to harmful environmental conditions. Such misfolding is
now considered as a crucial early step in the development
of various protein conformation diseases [3]. Finally, for
more than ﬁve decades, researchers have been discovering
individualproteinsthatpossessnodeﬁniteordered3Dstruc-
ture but still play important biological roles. The discovery
rate for such proteins has been increasing continually and
has become especially rapid during the last decade [4].
Such proteins are widely known as intrinsically disordered
proteins (IDPs) among other names and are characterized by
the lack of a well-deﬁned 3D structure under physiological
conditions. The discovery and characterization of these pro-
teins is becoming one of the fastest growing areas of protein
scienceanditisrecognizednowthatmanysuchproteinswith
no unique structure have important biological functions
[4–16]. Structural ﬂexibility and plasticity originating from
the lack of a deﬁnite-ordered 3D structure are believed to
represent a major functional advantage for these proteins,2 Journal of Biomedicine and Biotechnology
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Figure 1: Fate of a polypeptide chain. Left. Three structures representing typical IDPs with diﬀerent disorderedness levels (from top to
bottom): native coil, native premolten globule, and native molten globule. Right. Top structure illustrates a well-folded protein, whereas the
bottom structure represents one of the products of protein misfolding—a molecular model of the compact, 4-protoﬁlament insulin ﬁbril
(http://people.cryst.bbk.ac.uk/∼ubcg16z/amyloid/insmod.jpg).
enabling them to interact with a broad range of binding
partners including other proteins, membranes, nucleic acids,
and various small molecules [17–19].
The functions attributed to IDPs were grouped into
four broad classes: (1) molecular recognition; (2) molec-
ular assembly; (3) protein modiﬁcation; and (4) entropic
chain activities [5, 6]. IDPs are often involved in reg-
ulatory/signaling interactions with multiple partners that
require high speciﬁcity and low aﬃnity [7, 20]. Some
illustrative biological activities of IDPs include regulation of
cell division, transcription and translation, signal transduc-
tion, protein phosphorylation, storage of small molecules,
chaperoneaction,andregulationoftheself-assemblyoflarge
multiprotein complexes such as the ribosome [4–10, 13–
16, 20–27]. The crucial role of IDPs in signaling is further
conﬁrmed by the fact that eukaryotic proteomes, with
their extensively developed interaction networks, are highly
enriched in IDPs, relative to bacteria and archaea (see below,
[28–30]). Recently, application of a novel data mining tool to
over 200000 proteins from Swiss-Prot database revealed that
many protein functions are associated with long disordered
regions [13–15]. In fact, of the 711 Swiss-Prot functional
keywords that were associated with at least 20 proteins, 262
were found to be strongly positively correlated with long
intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs), whereas 302 were
strongly negatively correlated with such regions [13–15].
Therefore, the functional diversity provided by disordered
regions complements functions of ordered protein regions.
Although unbound IDPs are disordered in solution,
they often perform their biological functions by binding to
their speciﬁc partners. This binding involves a disorder-to-
order transition in which IDPs adopt a highly structured
conformation upon binding to their biological partners
[31–38]. In this way, IDPs play diverse roles in regulating
the function of their binding partners and in promoting
the assembly of supramolecular complexes. Furthermore,
because sites within their polypeptide chains are highly
accessible, IDPs can undergo extensive posttranslational
modiﬁcations, such as phosphorylation, acetylation, and/or
ubiquitination (sumoylation, etc.), allowing for modulation
of their biological activity or function. Intriguingly, IDPs
were shown to be highly abundant in various diseases, giving
rise to the “disorder in disorders” or D2 concept which
g e n e r a l l ys u m m a r i z e sw o r ki nt h i sa r e a[ 39].
As the number of IDPs and IDRs in various proteomes
is very large (e.g., for mammals, ∼75% of their signaling
proteins are predicted to contain long disordered regions
(>30residues),abouthalfoftheirtotalproteinsarepredicted
to contain such long disordered regions, and ∼25% of their
proteins are predicted to be fully disordered), and because
IDPs and IDRs have amazing structural variability and
possess a very wide variety of functions, the unfoldome and
unfoldomics concepts were recently introduced [4, 40, 41].
Theuseofthesuﬃx“-ome”hasalonghistorywhile“-omics”
is much more recent. The Oxford English Dictionary (OED)
attributes “genome” to Hans Winkler from his 1920 work
[42]. While the OED suggests that “genome” arose as a
portmanteau of “gene” and “chromosome,” this does not
seem to be supported by literature. Instead, Lederberg and
McCray suggest that as a botanist, Winkler must have been
familiar with terms such as biome (a biological community),
rhizome (a root system), and phyllome (the leaves covering
a tree) among others, all of which were in use well before
1920 and all of which signify the collectivity of the units
involved [43]. Thus, “ome” implies the complete set of the
objects in question, with genome signifying the set of genes
of an organism. By changing the “e” in “-ome” to “-ics,”
the new word is created that indicates the scientiﬁc study of
the “-ome” in question. For example, oﬃcially the change of
“genome” to “genomics” occurred in 1987, when a journalJournal of Biomedicine and Biotechnology 3
by this name was founded by Victor Lederberg and McCray
[43].
Many additional conversions from –ome to –omics have
subsequently occurred and a large number of “-omes” have
beenacceptedinbiology,includingbutnotlimitedtothefol-
lowing: genome, proteome, interactome, metabolome, tran-
scriptome, diseasome, toxicogenome, nutrigenome, cytome,
oncoproteome, epitome, and glycome, and so forth. For a
more complete list, the reader is directed to http://omics
.org/.
Overall, the suﬃxes –ome and –omics imply a new
layer of knowledge, especially when a scientist is dealing
with the data produced by the large-scale studies, includ-
ing the high-throughput experiments and the computa-
tional/bioinformatics analyses of the large datasets. The
unfoldome and unfoldomics concepts are built on the ideas
given above [44]. Unfoldome is attributed to a portion
of proteome which includes a set of IDPs (also known
as natively unfolded proteins, therefore, unfoldome). The
term unfoldome is also used to cover segments or regions
of proteins that remain unfolded in the functional state.
Unfoldomics is the ﬁeld that focuses on the unfoldome. It
considers not only the identities of the set of proteins and
protein regions in the unfoldome of a given organism but
also their functions, structures, interactions, evolution, and
so forth [44].
It is clearly recognized now that the disorderedness
is linked to the peculiarities of amino acid sequences, as
IDPs/IDRsexhibitlowsequencecomplexityandaregenerally
enriched in polar and charged residues and are depleted of
hydrophobicresidues(otherthanproline).Thesefeaturesare
consistent with their inability to fold into globular structures
and form the basis of computational tools for disorder
prediction [8, 10, 45–48] .T h e s es a m ec o m p u t a t i o n a lt o o l s
can also be utilized for the large-scale discovery of IDPs in
various proteomes (see below).
Being characterized by speciﬁc (and somewhat unique)
amino acid sequences, IDPs possess a number of very
distinctive structural properties that can be implemented
for their discovery. This includes but is not limited to
sensitivity to proteolysis [49], aberrant migration during
SDS-PAGE [50], insensitivity to denaturing conditions [51],
as well as deﬁnitive disorder characteristics visualized by
CD spectropolarimetry, NMR spectroscopy, small-angle X-
ray scattering, hydrodynamic measurement, ﬂuorescence,
as well as Raman and infrared spectroscopies [52, 53].
Structurally, intrinsically disordered proteins range from
completely unstructured polypeptides to extended partially
structured forms to compact disordered ensembles con-
taining substantial secondary structure [4, 8, 9, 23, 54].
Many proteins contain mixtures of ordered and disordered
regions. Extended IDPs are known to possess the atypical
conformational behavior (such as “turn out” response to
acidic pH and high temperature and insensitivity to high
concentrations of strong denaturants), which is determined
by the peculiarities of their amino acid sequences and the
lack of ordered 3D structure [55]. These unique structural
features of extended IDPs and their speciﬁc conformational
behavior were shown to be useful in elaboration the
experimental techniques for the large-scale identiﬁcation of
these important members of the protein kingdom. Three
related methods were introduced: a method based on the
ﬁnding that many proteins that fail to precipitate during
perchloric acid or trichloroacetic acid treatment were IDPs
[40]; a method utilizing the fact that IDPs possessed high
resistance toward the aggregation induced by heat treatment
[40, 56, 57]; and a method based on the heat treatment
coupled with a novel 2D gel methodology to identify IDPs in
cell extracts [56]. It is anticipated that these methodologies,
combined with highly sensitive mass spectrometry-based
techniques, can be used for the detection and functional
characterization of IDPs in various proteomes. Some of the
computational and experimental tools for the unfoldome
discovery are discussed below in more details.
2. Computational Tools for
Uncoveringthe Unfoldomes
2.1. Some Basic Principles of Disorder Prediction from Amino
AcidSequence. Oneofthekeyargumentsabouttheexistence
and distinctiveness of IDPs came from various computa-
tional analyses. Historically, already at the early stages of the
ﬁeld, simple statistical comparisons of amino acid composi-
tions and sequence complexity indicated that disordered and
ordered regions are highly diﬀerent to a signiﬁcant degree
[45, 58–60]. These sequence biases were then exploited to
predict disordered regions or wholly disordered proteins
with relatively high accuracy and to make crucial estimates
about the commonness of disordered proteins in the three
kingdoms of life [28, 45, 61].
Similar to the “normal” foldable proteins whose cor-
rect folding into the rigid biologically active conformation
is determined by amino acid sequence, the absence of
rigid structure in the “nontraditional” nonfoldable IDPs
is encoded in the speciﬁc features of their amino acid
sequences. In fact, some of the ID proteins have been
discovered due their unusual amino acid sequence com-
positions and the absence of regular structure in these
proteins has been explained by the speciﬁc features of their
amino acid sequences including the presence of numerous
uncompensated charged groups (often negative); that is, a
large net charge at neutral pH, arising from the extreme
pI values in such proteins [62–64], and a low content of
hydrophobic amino acid residues [62, 64]. Interestingly, the
ﬁrst predictor of intrinsic disorder was developed by R.J.P.
Williams based on the abnormally high charge/hydrophobic
ratio for the two ID proteins; that is, using the same set of
attributes, large net charge and low overall hydrophobicity
[65]. Although this predictor was used to separate just two
ID proteins from a small set of ordered proteins, this paper is
signiﬁcant as being the ﬁrst indication that ID proteins have
amino acid compositions that diﬀer substantially from those
of proteins with 3D structure.
Later, this approach was re-invented in a form of charge-
hydropathy plot [45]. To this end, 275 natively folded and 91
nativelyunfoldedproteins(i.e.,proteinswhichatphysiologic
conditions have been reported to have the NMR chemical4 Journal of Biomedicine and Biotechnology
shifts of a random-coil, and/or lack signiﬁcant ordered
secondary structure (as determined by CD or FTIR), and/or
show hydrodynamic dimensions close to those typical of an
unfolded polypeptide chain) have been assembled from the
literature searches. From the comparison of these datasets
it has been concluded that the combination of low mean
hydrophobicity and relatively high net charge represents an
important prerequisite for the absence of compact structure
in proteins under physiological conditions. This observation
was used to develop a charge-hydropathy (CH) plot method
ofanalysisthatdistinguishesorderedanddisorderedproteins
based only on their net charges and hydropathy [45].
Figure 2(a) represents the original CH-plot and shows that
natively unfolded proteins are speciﬁcally localized within
a unique region of CH phase space. Furthermore, ID and
ordered proteins can be separated by a linear boundary,
above which a polypeptide chain with a given mean net
charge will most probably be unfolded [45]. From the
physical viewpoint, such a combination of low hydropho-
bicity with high net charge as a prerequisite for intrinsic
unfoldedness makes perfect sense: high net charge leads
to charge-charge repulsion, and low hydrophobicity means
less driving force for protein compaction. In other words,
these features are characteristic for ID proteins with the coil-
like (or close to coil-like) structures. Obviously, such highly
disordered proteins represent only a small subset of the ID
protein realm.
More detailed analysis was elaborated to gain addi-
tional information on the compositional diﬀerence between
ordered and ID proteins. Comparison of a nonredundant set
of ordered proteins with several datasets of disorder (where
proteins were grouped based on diﬀerent techniques, X-ray
crystallography, NMR and CD, used to identify disorder)
revealed that disordered regions share at least some com-
mon sequence features over many proteins [66, 67]. These
diﬀerences in amino acid compositions are visualized in
Figure 2(b).Here,therelativecontentofeachaminoacidina
given disordered dataset has been expressed as (Disordered–
Ordered)/(Ordered). Thus, negative peaks correspond the
amino acids in which the disordered segments are depleted
compared with the ordered ones, and positive peaks indicate
the amino acids in which ID regions are enriched [8]. The
arrangement of the amino acids from least to most ﬂexible
was based on the scale established by Vihinen et al. [68].
This scale was deﬁned by the average residue B-factors of
the backbone atoms for 92 unrelated proteins. Figure 2(b)
shows that the disordered proteins are signiﬁcantly depleted
in bulky hydrophobic (Ile, Leu, and Val) and aromatic
amino acid residues (Trp, Tyr, and Phe), which would
normally form the hydrophobic core of a folded globular
protein, and also possess low content of Cys and Asn
residues. The depletion of ID protein in Cys is also crucial
as this amino acid residue is known to have a signiﬁcant
contribution to the protein conformation stability via the
disulﬁde bond formation or being involved in coordination
of diﬀerent prosthetic groups. These depleted residues, Trp,
Tyr, Phe, Ile, Leu, Val, Cys, and Asn were proposed to be
called order-promoting amino acids. On the other hand, ID
proteins were shown to be substantially enriched in polar,
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Figure 2: Peculiarities of amino acid composition of ID proteins.( a )
Comparison of the mean net charge and the mean hydrophobicity
for a set of 275 ordered (open circles) and 91 natively unfolded
proteins (gray circles). The solid line represents the border between
extended IDPs and ordered proteins (see text). (b) Order/disorder
composition proﬁle. Comparisons of amino acid compositions
of ordered proteins with each of three databases of disordered
proteins. The ordinates are (%amino acid in disordered dataset
– %amino acid in ordered dataset)/(%amino acid in ordered
dataset) = /globular 3D. Names of each database indicate how the
disordered regions were identiﬁed. Negative values indicate that the
disordereddatabasehaslessthanorder,positiveindicatesmorethan
order.
disorder-promoting, amino acids: Ala, Arg, Gly, Gln, Ser,
Glu, and Lys and also in the hydrophobic, but structure-
braking Pro [8, 69, 70]. Note that these biases in the amino
acid compositions of ID proteins are also consistent with the
lowoverallhydrophobicityandhighnetchargecharacteristic
of the natively unfolded proteins [45].
In addition to amino-acid composition, the disordered
segments have also been compared with the ordered ones
by various attributes such as hydropathy, net charge, ﬂex-
ibility index, helix propensities, strand propensities, andJournal of Biomedicine and Biotechnology 5
compositions for groups of amino acids such as W + Y +
F (aromaticity). As a result, 265 property-based attribute
scales[69]andmorethan6000composition-basedattributes
(e.g., all possible combinations having one to four amino
acids in the group) have been compared [71]. It has been
establishedthattenoftheseattributes,including14 ˚ Acontact
number, hydropathy, ﬂexibility, β-sheet propensity, coordi-
nation number, R+E+S+P, bulkiness, C+F+Y+W, volume,
and net charge, provide fairly good discrimination between
order and disorder [8]. Later, it has been shown that not
only the sequence compositions of ordered and disordered
regions were diﬀerent but also that disordered regions of
various lengths were diverse as well. In particular, four
classes of protein regions were compared: (a) low B-factor
ordered regions; (b) high B-factor ordered regions; (c) short
disorderedregions;and(d)longdisorderedregions[72].The
four types of regions were shown to have distinct sequence
and physicochemical characteristics, with short disordered
regions and high B-factor regions being the two closest
groups. Furthermore, each of these two groups was closer to
the long disordered regions thantothe rigid ordered regions.
In summary, the analysis of sequence and comparison of
their various physicochemical properties indicated that all
sets were mutually diﬀerent [72]. For example, the short
disordered and high B-factor regions were shown to be
more negatively charged, while long disordered regions were
either positively or negatively charged, but on average nearly
neutral [72].
As the amino acid sequences of the IDPs and IDRs
diﬀer dramatically from those of the ordered proteins and
regions, these amino acid sequence diﬀerences were used to
develop various predictors of intrinsic disorder. As it has
been already mentioned, based on a very small number of
proteins, Williams suggested an approach for using amino
acidsequenceforidentifyingproteinsthatformrandomcoils
rather than globular structures [65], but this approach was
never carefully tested. Later, the ﬁrst well-tested predictors of
IDPs were independently published [45, 58].
Proteindisorderisamultifacedphenomenon;thatis,dis-
ordered proteins, being mobile, ﬂexible, and dynamic, might
have very diﬀerent structural features, which range from
collapsed molten globule-like conformation to extended
coil-like state. It has been suggested that just as an ordered
proteiniscomprisedofdiﬀerenttypesofsecondarystructure
(α-helices, β-strands, β-turns, 310-helices, and others), ID
protein can also be made up of distinguishable types of
disorder [73]. To check this hypothesis, a partitioning
algorithm based on the diﬀerential prediction accuracies has
been developed [73]. This algorithm used the notion that a
specialized predictor built on a given disorder ﬂavor should
have signiﬁcantly higher same-ﬂavor accuracy than other-
ﬂavor predictors or than a global predictor applied to the
same given ﬂavor. Application of this partitioning algorithm
to known disordered proteins identiﬁed three distinctive
“ﬂavors” of disorder, arbitrarily called V, C, and S [73].
Importantly, the ﬂavor-speciﬁc disordered proteins have
been shown to be distinguishable not only by their amino
acid compositions but also by disordered sequence locations,
and biological functions. Based on these observations, it was
proposed that speciﬁc ﬂavor-function relationships do exist
and thus it is possible (in principle) to identify the functions
of disordered regions from their amino acid sequences alone,
without any need for speciﬁc structural knowledge [73].
Since then, numerous researchers have designed many
algorithms to predict disordered proteins utilizing speciﬁc
biochemical properties and biased amino acid compositions
of IDPs. Various prediction ideas and diﬀerent computing
techniques have been utilized. Many of these predictors,
including PONDRs [58, 70, 74–77], FoldIndex [78], Glob-
Plot [79], DisEMBL [80], DISOPRED and DISOPRED2
[29, 81–83], IUPred [84], FoldUnfold [85], RONN [86],
DisPSSMP [87], DisPSSMP2 [88], Spritz [89], and PrDOS
[90], and so forth, can be accessed via public servers and
evaluate intrinsic disorder on a per-residue basis. Since the
ﬁrst predictors were published, more than 50 predictors of
disorder have been developed [91].
Itisimportanttorememberthatcomparingandcombin-
ing several predictors on an individual protein of interest or
on a protein dataset can provide additional insight regarding
the predicted disorder if any exists. This is illustrated by
a study where two distinct methods for using amino acid
sequences to predict which proteins are likely to be mostly
disordered, cumulative distribution function (CDF) analysis
andcharge-hydropathy(CH)plot,havebeencompared[30].
CDFisbasedonthePONDRVLXTpredictor,whichpredicts
the order-disorder class for every residue in a protein [28,
30]. CDF curves for PONDR VLXT predictions begin at the
point with coordinates (0,0) and end at the point with coor-
dinates (1,1) because PONDR VLXT predictions are deﬁned
only in the range (0,1) with values less than 0.5 indicating a
propensity for order and values greater than or equal to 0.5
indicating a propensity for disorder. The optimal boundary
that provided the most accurate order-disorder classiﬁcation
was determined and it has been shown that seven boundary
points located in the 12th through 18th bin provided the
optimal separation of the ordered and disordered protein
sets [30]. For CDF analysis, order-disorder classiﬁcation
is based on whether a CDF curve is above or below a
majority of boundary points [30]. In summary, CDF analysis
summarizes the per-residue predictions by plotting PONDR
scores against their cumulative frequency, which allows
ordered and disordered proteins to be distinguished based
onthedistributionofpredictionscores.Theothermethodof
order-disorder classiﬁcation is charge-hydropathy plots [45],
in which ordered and disordered proteins being plotted in
charge-hydropathy space can be separated to a signiﬁcant
degree by a linear boundary. It has been established that
CDF analysis predicts a much higher frequency of disorder
in sequence databases than CH-plot discrimination [30].
However, the vast majority of disordered proteins predicted
by charge-hydropathy discrimination were also predicted by
CDF analysis. These ﬁndings are not a big surprise, as CH-
plot analysis discriminates protein using only two attributes,
meannetchargeandmeanhydrophobicity,whereasPONDR
VLXT (and consequently CDF) is a neural network, which
is a nonlinear classiﬁer, trained to distinguish order and
disorder based on a relatively large feature space (including
average coordination number, amino acid compositions6 Journal of Biomedicine and Biotechnology
(aromatic and charged residues), and net charge). Thus,
CH feature space can be considered as a subset of PONDR
VLXT feature space [30]. Importantly, these ﬁndings may
be physically interpretable in terms of diﬀerent types of
disorder, collapsed (molten globule-like) and extended (pre-
molten globule- and coil-like). Under this consideration,
the CH-plot classiﬁcation discriminates proteins with the
extended disorder from a set of globular conformations
(molten globule-like or rigid well-structured proteins) and
proteins predicted to be disordered by the CH-plot approach
are likely to belong to the extended disorder class. On the
other hand, PONDR-based approaches can discriminate all
disorderedconformations(coil-like,premoltenglobules,and
molten globules) from rigid well-folded proteins, suggesting
that CH classiﬁcation is roughly a subset of PONDR VL-XT,
in both predictions of disorder and feature space [30]. Based
on this reasoning, several interesting conclusion have been
made. It has been suggested that if a protein is predicted
to be disordered by both CH and CDF, then, it is likely
to be in the extended disorder class. However, a protein
predicted to be disordered by CDF but predicted to be
ordered by CH-plot might have properties consistent with
a dynamic, collapsed chain; that is, it is likely to be in the
native molten globule class. Finally, proteins predicted to be
ordered by both algorithms are of course likely to be in the
well-structured class [30].
2.2. Estimation of Commonness of Disorder in Various Pro-
teomes. The ﬁrst application of the disorder predictors was
the evaluation of the commonness of protein disorder in
the Swiss-Prot database [61]. This analysis revealed that
25% of proteins in Swiss-Prot had predicted ID regions
longer than 40 consecutive residues and that at least 11%
of residues in Swiss-Prot were likely to be disordered. Given
the existence of a few dozen experimentally characterized
disordered regions at the time, this work had signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on the recognition of the importance of studying
disordered proteins [61].
Next, both PONDR VLXT [28] and 3 Flavor PONDR
predictors [73] were used to estimate the amount of disorder
invariousgenomes.Thepredictionscountedonlydisordered
regions greater than forty residues in length, which has
a false-positive rate of fewer than 400 residues out of
100000. The result clearly showed that disorder increases
from bacteria to archaea to eukaryota with over half of
the eukaryotic proteins containing predicted disordered
regions [28, 73]. One explanation for this trend is a change
in the cellular requirements for certain protein functions,
particularly cellular signaling. In support of this hypothesis,
PONDR analysis of a eukaryotic signal protein database
indicates that the majority of known signal transduction
proteins are predicted to contain signiﬁcant regions of
disorder [25].
Ward et al. [29] have reﬁned and systematized such
an analysis and concluded that the fraction of proteins
containing disordered regions of 30 residues or longer
(predicted using DISOPRED) were 2% in archaea, 4% in
bacteria, and 33% in eukarya. In addition, a complete
functional analysis of the yeast proteome with respect to
the three Gene Ontology (GO) categories was performed. In
terms of molecular function, transcription, kinase, nucleic
acid, and protein-binding activity were the most distinctive
signatures of disordered proteins. The most overrepresented
GO terms characteristic for the biological process category
were transposition, development, morphogenesis, protein
phosphorylation, regulation, transcription, and signal trans-
duction. Finally, with respect to cellular component, it
appeared that nuclear proteins were signiﬁcantly enriched in
disorder, while terms such as membrane, cytosol, mitochon-
drion, and cytoplasm were distinctively overrepresented in
ordered proteins [29].
Application of the CH-CDF analysis to various pro-
teomes revealed that CDF analysis predicts about 2-fold
higher frequency of disorder in sequence databases than
CH-plot classiﬁcation suggesting that approximately half of
disordered proteins in diﬀerent proteomes possess extended
disorder, whereas another half represents proteins with the
collapsed disorder [30]. Furthermore, the consensus CDF-
CH method showed that approximately 4.5% of Yersinia
pestis,5 %o fEscherichia coli K12, 6% of Archaeoglobus
fulgidus,8 %o fMethanobacterium thermoautotrophicum,
23% of Arabidopsis thaliana, and 28% of Mus musculus
proteins are wholly disordered [30].
As mentioned above, the CH-plot, being a linear classi-
ﬁer, takes into account only two parameters of the particular
sequence—charge and hydropathy, whereas CDF analysis is
dependent upon the output of the PONDR VLXT predictor,
a nonlinear neural network classiﬁer, which was trained
to distinguish order and disorder based on a signiﬁcantly
larger feature space that explicitly includes net charge
and hydropathy [30]. According to these methodological
diﬀerences, CH-plot analysis is predisposed to discriminate
proteins with substantial amounts of extended disorder
(random coils and premolten globules) from proteins with
globular conformations (molten globule-like and rigid well-
structured proteins). On the other hand, PONDR-based
CDF analysis may discriminate all disordered conformations
including molten globules from rigid well-folded proteins
[30].
This diﬀerence in the sensitivity of predictors to diﬀerent
levels of overall disorderedness was utilized in CDF-CH-
plot analysis, which allows the ordered and disordered
proteins separation in the CH-CDF phase space [92]. In this
approach, each spot corresponds to a single protein and its
coordinates are calculated as a distance of this protein from
the boundary in the corresponding CH-plot (Y-coordinate)
and an averaged distance of the corresponding CDF curve
from the boundary (X-coordinate). Positive and negative Y
values correspond to proteins which, according to CH-plot
analysis, are predicted to be natively unfolded or compact,
respectively. Whereas positive and negative X values are
attributedtoproteinsthat,bytheCDFanalysis,arepredicted
to be ordered or intrinsically disordered, respectively. There-
fore, this plot has four quadrants: (−,−) quadrant, which
contains proteins predicted to be disordered by CDF, but
compact by CH-plot (i.e., proteins with molten globule-like
properties); (−,+) quadrant that includes proteins predictedJournal of Biomedicine and Biotechnology 7
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Figure 3: CH-CDF analysis of the genome-linked proteins VPgs from
various viruses.C o mpariso no fther es ultso fPONDRCDFandCH-
plot analyses for whole protein order-disorder via distributions of
VPgs within the CH-CDF phase space. The protein analyzed by
this approach are VPgs from Sobemovirus (Rice yellow mottle virus
(RYMV), Cocksfoot mottle virus (CoMV), Ryegrass mottle virus
(RGMoV), Southern bean mosaic virus (SBMV), Southern cowpea
mosaic virus (SCPMV), Sesbania mottle virus (SeMV)), Potyvirus
(Lettuce mosaic virus (LMV), Potato virus Y (PVY), Potato virus
A (PVA), Tobacco etch virus (TEV), Turnip mosaic virus (TuMV),
Bean yellow mosaic virus (BYMV)), and Caliciviridae (Rabbit
hemorrhabic disease virus (RHDV), Vesicular exanthema of swine
virus (VESV), Man Sapporo virus Manchester virus (SV), and
Norwalk virus (NV)).
tobedisorderedbybothmethods(i.e.,randomcoilsandpre-
molten globules); (+,−) quadrant which contains ordered
proteins; and (+,+) quadrant including proteins which are
predicted to be disordered by CH-plot, but ordered by the
CDF analysis [92]. Application of such a combined CH-CDF
analysis to mice proteins revealed that ∼12% mice proteins
a r el i k e l yt ob e l o n gt ot h ec l a s so fe x t e n d e dI D P s( n a t i v ec o i l s
and native premolten globules), whereas ∼30% proteins in
mouse genome are potential native molten globules.
Recently, the disorderedness of genome-linked proteins
VPg from various viruses were evaluated by a combined CH-
CDF analysis [93, 94]. The genome-linked protein VPg of
PotatovirusA(PVA;genusPotyvirus)hasessentialfunctions
in all critical steps of PVA infection, that is, replication,
movement, and virulence. The structural analysis of the
recombinant PVA VPg revealed this protein possesses many
properties of a native molten globule [93]. In a follow-up
study, it has been shown that although VPgs from various
viruses (from Sobemovirus, Potyvirus,a n dCaliciviridae gen-
era) are highly diverse in size, sequence, and function, many
of them were predicted to contain long disordered domains
[94]. Figure 3 summarizes these ﬁndings by showing the
localization of several VPgs within the CH-CDF phase space.
Each spot represents a single VPg whose coordinates were
calculated as a distance of this protein from the boundary
in the corresponding charge-hydropathy plot (CH-plot, Y-
coordinate) and an averaged distance of the corresponding
cumulative distribution function (CDF) curve from the
boundary (X-coordinate). Figure 3 clearly shows that many
V P g sa r ee x p e c t e dt ob e h a v ea sn a t i v em o l t e ng l o b u l e s[ 94].
Several recent reviews summarized the current state
of the art in the ﬁeld of IDP predictions and represent
a useful overview of the prediction methods highlighting
their advantages and drawbacks [46, 91]. Concluding, the
considered-above studies clearly showed that IDPs (both
collapsed and extended) are highly abundant in nature and
can be reliably identiﬁed by various computational means.
2.3. Discovering the Disease-Related Unfoldomes. Misfolding
(the failure of a speciﬁc peptide or protein to adopt its func-
tionalconformationalstate)andrelateddysfunctionofmany
proteins were considered as a major cause for the develop-
ment of diﬀerent pathological conditions. Such misfolding
and dysfunction can originate from point mutation(s) or
result from an exposure to internal or external toxins,
impaired posttranslational modiﬁcations (phosphorylation,
advanced glycation, deamidation, racemization, etc.), an
increased probability of degradation, impaired traﬃcking,
lost binding partners, or oxidative damage. All these factors
can act independently or in association with one another.
Although the formation of various aggregates represents
the most visible consequence of protein misfolding and
althoughtheseaggregatesformthebasisforthedevelopment
of various protein deposition diseases, pathogenesis of many
more human diseases does not depend on aggregation being
based on protein dysfunction. As many of the proteins
associated with the conformational diseases are also involved
in recognition, regulation, and cell signaling, it has been
hypothesized that many of them are IDPs. In other words,
according to this the “disorder in disorders” or D2 concept,
IDPs are abundantly involved in the development of the
conformationaldiseases, which thereforemay originate from
themisidentiﬁcation,misregulation,andmissignalingdueto
the misfolding of causative IDPs [39].
To support this hypothesis, three approaches were elab-
orated for estimating the abundance of IDPs in various
pathological conditions. The ﬁrst approach is based on the
assembly of speciﬁc datasets of proteins associated with a
givendiseaseandthecomputationalanalysisofthesedatasets
using a number of disorder predictors [25, 39, 95, 96]. In
essence, this is an analysis of individual proteins extended
to a set of independent proteins. A second approach utilized
network of genetic diseases where the related proteins are
interlinked within one disease and between diﬀerent diseases
[41]. A third approach is based on the evaluation of the
association between a particular protein function (including
the disease-speciﬁc functional keywords) with the level of
intrinsic disorder in a set of proteins known to carry out
this function [13–15]. These three approaches are brieﬂy
presented below.
The easiest way to evaluate the abundance of intrinsic
disorder in a given disease is based on a simple two-
stage protocol, where a set of disease-related proteins is
ﬁrst assembled by searching various databases and then the
collected group of proteins is analyzed for intrinsic disorder.
The depth of this analysis is based on the breadth of the8 Journal of Biomedicine and Biotechnology
search for the disease-related proteins and on the number
of diﬀerent computational tools utilized to ﬁnd disordered
proteins/regions [25, 39, 44, 95–97]. Using this approach, it
has been shown that many proteins associated with cancer,
neurodegenerative diseases, and cardiovascular disease are
highly disordered, being depleted in major order-promoting
residues (Trp, Phe, Tyr, Ile, and Val) and enriched in some
disorder-promoting residues (Arg, Gln, Ser, Pro, and Glu).
High level of intrinsic disorder and a substantial number
of potential interaction sites were also found using a set of
computational tools. Many proteins were predicted to be
wholly disordered. Overall, these studies clearly showed that
intrinsic disorder is highly prevalent in proteins associated
with human diseases, being comparable with that of signal-
ing proteins and signiﬁcantly exceeding the levels of intrinsic
disorder in eukaryotic and in nonhomologous, structured
proteins.
Unfoldome of human genetic diseases was assembled
via the analysis of a speciﬁc network which was built to
estimate whether human genetic diseases and the corre-
sponding disease genes are related to each other at a higher
level of cellular and organism organization. This network
represented a bipartite graph with a network of genetic
diseases, the human disease network (HDN), where two
diseases were directly linked if there was a gene that was
directly related to both of them, and a network of disease
genes, the disease gene network (DGN), where two genes
were directly linked if there was a disease to which they
were both directly related [98]. This framework, called the
human diseasome, systematically linked the human disease
phenome (which includes all the human genetic diseases)
with the human disease genome (which contains all the
disease-related genes) [98]. The analysis of HDN revealed
that of 1284 genetic diseases, 867 had at least one link to
other diseases, and 516 diseases formed a giant component,
suggesting that the genetic origins of most diseases, to some
extent, were shared with other diseases. In the DGN, 1377
of 1777 disease genes were shown to be connected to other
disease genes, and 903 genes belonged to a giant cluster
HDN. The vast majority of genes associated with genetic
diseases was nonessential and showed no tendency to encode
hub proteins (i.e., proteins having multiple interactions)
[98]. The large-scale analysis of the abundance of intrinsic
disorder in transcripts of the various disease-related genes
was performed using a set of computational tools which
uncovers several important features [41, 44]: (a) intrinsic
disorderiscommoninproteinsassociatedwithmanyhuman
genetic diseases; (b) diﬀerent disease classes vary in the
IDP contents of their associated proteins; (c) molecular
recognition features, which are relatively short loosely struc-
tured protein regions within mostly disordered sequences
and which gain structure upon binding to partners, are
common in the diseasome, and their abundance correlates
withtheintrinsicdisorderlevel;(d)somediseaseclasseshave
a signiﬁcant fraction of genes aﬀected by alternative splicing,
and the alternatively spliced regions in the corresponding
proteins are predicted to be highly disordered and in
some diseases contain a signiﬁcant number of molecular
recognition features, MoRFs; (e) correlations were found
among the various diseasome graph-related properties and
intrinsic disorder. In agreement with earlier studies, hub
proteins were shown to be more disordered.
Another approach is a computational tool elaborated
for the evaluation of a correlation between the functional
annotations in the SWISSPROT database and the predicted
intrinsic disorder was elaborated [13–15]. The approach is
based on the hypothesis that if a function described by a
given keyword relies on intrinsic disorder, then the keyword-
associated protein would be expected to have a greater level
of predicted disorder compared to the protein randomly
chosen from the SWISSPROT. To test this hypothesis,
functional keywords associated with 20 or more proteins
in SWISSPROT were found and corresponding keyword-
associated datasets of proteins were assembled. Next, for
each such a keyword-associated set, a length-matching set
of random proteins was drawn from the SWISSPROT, and
order-disorder predictions were carried out for the keyword-
associated sets and for the random sets [13–15]. The
application of this tool revealed that out of 710 SWISSPROT
keywords, 310 functional keywords were associated with
ordered proteins, 238 functional keywords were attributed to
disordered proteins, and the remainder 162 keywords yield
ambiguity in the likely function-structure associations [13–
15]. It has been also shown that keywords describing various
diseases were strongly correlated with proteins predicted
to be disordered. Contrary to this, no disease-associated
proteins were found to be strongly correlated with absence
of disorder [14].
3. ExperimentalTools for
the Unfoldome Discovery
3.1. Enrichment of Cell Extracts in Extended IPDs by Acid
Treatment. Extended IDPs, being characterized by high
percentages of charged residues, do not undergo large-
scale structural changes at low pH [55]. As a result, many
of these proteins were shown to remain soluble under
these extreme conditions [99, 100]. On the contrary, the
protonation of negatively charged side chains in ordered
proteins is commonly accompanied by protein denaturation
or unfolding [101–104]. Unlike IDPs, the acidic pH-induced
denatured conformations of structured proteins contain
larger number of hydrophobic residues. The pH-induced
exposure of these normally buried hydrophobic residues
makes“A”states(i.e.,partiallyfoldedconformationsinduced
by acidic pH) of globular proteins “sticky,” leading to their
aggregation and precipitation.
Analysis or literature data revealed a set of 29 proteins
which do not precipitate during perchloric acid (PCA) or
trichloroacetic acid (TCA) treatment of cell extracts and this
resistancetoPCAorTCAtreatmentwasutilizedfortheiriso-
lation [40]. However, 14 of these PCA/TCA-soluble proteins
were experimentally determined to be totally unstructured, 6
were structured, and 9 had not been structurally character-
ized, suggesting that at least 50% of the proteins isolated by
virtue of their resistance to PCA or TCA could be expected
to be totally unstructured [40]. To gain more information onJournal of Biomedicine and Biotechnology 9
the abundance of intrinsic disorder in acid-soluble proteins,
their sequences were analyzed using two binary predictors
of intrinsic disorder, CH-plot [45] and CDF analysis [30],
both of which perform binary classiﬁcation of whole pro-
teins as either mostly disordered or mostly ordered, where
mostly ordered indicates proteins that contain more ordered
residues than disordered residues and mostly disordered
indicatesproteinsthatcontainmoredisorderedresiduesthan
ordered residues. The results of this analysis revealed an
excellentcorrelation betweenexperiment andprediction: the
majority of proteins experimentally shown to be structured
or unfolded were predicted to be ordered or intrinsically
disordered, respectively, by both predictors. Additionally,
three of four experimentally uncharacterized proteins were
predicted to be wholly disordered by both classiﬁers. Thus, a
combination of experimental and computational approaches
suggested that ∼70% of acid soluble proteins isolated based
on their resistance to PCA or TCA could be expected to be
totally unstructured [40].
Based on these observations it was suggested that
indiﬀerence to acid treatment represents one of the char-
acteristic properties of extended IDPs, which can result in
the substantial enrichment of IDPs in the soluble fraction
after the acid treatment, and, therefore, can be exploited to
develop standard protocols for isolating and studying IDPs
on a proteomic scale [40]. In agreement with this hypothesis,
treatment of E.coli cell extracts with 1% PCA resulted in
a total protein reduction of ∼30000-fold when compared
to the total soluble extract, and 3% PCA was suﬃcient to
denature and precipitate all nonresistant proteins because
higher PCA concentrations did not result in further yield
reductions [40]. Treatment with 3% TCA resulted in a yield
similar to 1% PCA. The acid-soluble fractions from the
E.coli extracts were visualized using 2D SDS-PAGE, which
revealed that a substantial number of E. coli proteins were
resistanttoaciddenaturationandconcomitantprecipitation.
In fact, this analysis revealed that 158 proteins remained
soluble in the presence of 5% PCA [40]. This suggests that
∼110 of the PCA-soluble proteins could be expected to
be totally unstructured (based on the assumption that ∼
70%acid-stableproteinsaretotallyunstructured,seeabove).
This number compares favorably with the 85 to 196 totally
disordered proteins estimated to be present in the E. coli
proteome [30]. Therefore, treating total protein extracts
with 3–5% PCA or TCA and determining the identities of
the soluble proteins could form the basis for uncovering
unfoldomes in various organisms.
3.2. Enrichment of Cell Extracts in Extended IPDs by Heat
Treatment. Several IDPs were shown to possess high resis-
tance toward heat denaturation and aggregation. In fact,
the solubility and limited secondary structure of extended
IDPs, such as p21, p27, α-synuclein, prothymosin α,a n d
phosphodiesterase γ subunit, were virtually unaltered by
heating to 90
◦C[ 31, 32, 63, 100, 105–111]. This resistance
to thermal aggregation, which likely originates from the low
mean hydrophobicity and high net charge characteristic of
extended IDPs, has been utilized for the puriﬁcation of these
proteins [63, 112–115]. The indiﬀerence to heat treatment
was proposed as an analytical tool for the evaluation of the
abundance of extended IDPs in various proteomes [30, 57].
Recently, the extracts of NIH3T3 mouse ﬁbroblasts
were heated at a variety of temperatures and analyzed by
SDS−PAGE to determine the extent of protein precipitation
under these conditions [57]. In agreement with previous
studies, this analysis revealed that the increase in the
incubation temperature was accompanied by the decrease in
the amount of soluble proteins. In fact, 375, 388, and 198
proteins (287, 304, and 124 nonredundant proteins) were
identiﬁed by MALDI-TOF/TOF mass spectrometry from
584, 472, and 269 spots on 2D gels obtained for cell extracts
t r e a t e da t4 ,6 0 ,a n d9 8
◦C, respectively. These nonredundant
proteins were further analyzed using a set of bioinformatics
tools. In this study, proteins were classiﬁed as IDPs (proteins
having an average PONDR VLXT score >0.5 and proteins
having an average PONDR score of 0.32–0.5 and possessing
a high-mean net charge and low-mean hydrophobicity),
intrinsicallyfoldedproteins(IFPs,proteinshavinganaverage
PONDR score <0.32), or mixed ordered/disordered proteins
(MPs, proteins that did not meet the described above criteria
for IUPs or IFPs) [57]. The analysis clearly showed that heat
treatment resulted in an enrichment of IDPs and depletion
of MPs and IFPs. In fact, although IDPs comprised only
11.8% of the proteins identiﬁed in the untreated cell extract
(4◦C), their relative population increased to 41.9% after the
heat treatment at 98
◦C. On the other hand, MPs and IFPs,
whichcomprised42.8and45.4%ofproteinsintheuntreated
cell extract, were substantially depleted to 27.4 and 30.6%,
respectively, after heat treatment at 98
◦C[ 57].
3.3. Finding IDPs by the Combination of Native and 8M
Urea Electrophoresis of Heat-Treated Proteins. The fact that
extended IDPs are characterized by heat stability and
structural indiﬀerence to chemical denaturation was recently
utilized in novel 2-D gel-electrophoresis technique which
consists of the combination of native and 8M urea elec-
trophoresis of heat-treated proteins [56]. The rationales for
this approach are considered below. As discussed above,
extended IDPs are often heat-stable as demonstrated for
Csd1 [112], MAP2 [114], α-synuclein [63, 107], its famil-
ial Parkinson’s disease-related mutants [108], β-a n dγ-
synucleins [110], stathmin [113], p21Cip1 [31], prothymosin
α [100], C-terminal domain of caldesmon [111], and
phosphodiesterase γ [109]. Therefore, heat treatment should
lead to a decent initial separation of the extended IDPs from
globular proteins, the vast majority of which are known to
aggregate and precipitate at high temperatures. In the native
gel, IDPs and rare heat-stable globular proteins will then be
separated according to their charge/mass ratios. Since the
extended IDPs are as unfolded in 8M urea as under native
conditions, they are expected to run the same distance in
the second dimension and end up along the diagonal. Heat-
stable globular proteins will unfold in urea, slow down in
the second direction due to the increased size, and therefore
will accumulate above the diagonal (see Figure 4 for the
schematic representation of this technique). This diﬀerence10 Journal of Biomedicine and Biotechnology
Ordered proteins
Partial IDPs
IDPs
Figure 4: Schematic representation of the native/8M urea 2D
electrophoresis for separation of extended IDPs and globular
proteins. A continuous line marks the diagonal of the gel to where
IDPs run. A dashed line marks the position of globular proteins. A
few proteins with a mixture of ordered and disordered regions are
also indicated as “Partial IDPs”.
in conformational behavior between ordered proteins and
IDPs can lead to their eﬀective separation, enabling the IDP
identiﬁcation by mass-spectrometry [56].
The usefulness of this approach has been validated via
the analysis of a set of 10 experimentally characterized IDPs
(stathmin, MAP2c, Mypt1-(304–511), ERD10, α-casein, β-
casein, α-synuclein, CSD1, Bob-1, and DARPP32) and a
set of 4 globular control proteins (fetuin, IPMDH, BSA,
ovalbumin) [56]. The analysis revealed that IDPs ran at,
or very near, the diagonal of the second (denaturing) gel,
whereas globular proteins remained way above the diagonal,
clearly showing that the proposed 2D electrophoresis is able
to separate IDPs and globular proteins as predicted [56].
Next, heat-treated extracts of E. coli and S. cerevisiae
were analyzed by this 2D electrophoresis [56]. This analysis
revealed that more S. cerevisiae proteins were seen in the
diagonal in agreement with predictions that the frequency
of protein disorder increases with increasing complexity of
the organisms [5, 28–30]. At the next step, some spots at and
abovethediagonalwereidentiﬁedbymass-spectrometryand
the intrinsic disorder propensity of the identiﬁed proteins
was estimated by PONDR VLXT [56]. This analysis revealed
that the amount of predicted disorder in proteins located
at the diagonal positions was very high (52.1 ± 14.1%),
noticeably exceeding that of typical IDPs such as α-synuclein
(37.1%) and α-casein (41.15%) [56]. Although many of the
“diagonal” proteins have never been structurally character-
ized, literature data were available for some of them. The
list of such previously characterized IDPs identiﬁed in this
study includes ribosomal proteins, GroES, and acyl carrier
protein. The majority of proteins above the diagonal were
found to be enzymes (e.g., superoxide dismutase), which
are known to require a well-deﬁned structure for function
[56]. Based on these ﬁnding it has been concluded that the
proposed 2D electrophoresis is suitable for the proteome-
wide identiﬁcation of IDPs.
4. Concluding Remarks
Intrinsic disorder is highly abundant in nature. According
to the genome-based bioinformatics predictions, signiﬁcant
fraction of any given proteome belongs to the class of
IDPs.Theseproteinspossessnumerousvitalfunctions.Many
proteins associated with various human diseases are intrin-
sically disordered too. High degree of association between
protein intrinsic disorder and maladies is due to structural
and functional peculiarities of IDPs and IDRs, which are
typically involved in cellular regulation, recognition, and
signal transduction. As the number of IDPs is very large
and as many of these proteins are interlinked, the concepts
of the unfoldome and unfoldomics were introduced. IDPs,
especially their extended forms, are characterized by several
unique features that can be used for isolation of these
proteins fromthecellextracts.The corresponding proteomic
techniques utilize speciﬁc high resistance of IDPs against
extreme pH and high temperature, as well as their structural
indiﬀerence to chemical denaturation. At the computational
side,severalspeciﬁcfeaturesoftheIDPaminoacidsequences
provide a solid background for the reliable identiﬁcation of
these proteins at the proteome level. These proteomic-scale
identiﬁcation and characterization of IDPs are needed to
advance our knowledge in this important ﬁeld.
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